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    DONATE NOW    

This Father's Day, honor your dad with a contribution in
support of struggling migrant and frontline workers —
and their families.

This month, we launched Phase 2 of our COVID-19 disaster relief efforts, with a focus on
relief for frontline healthcare workers and rehabilitation for migrant workers who have
become unemployed due to pandemic lockdowns.

For this second phase, we have allocated an initial $100,000 (in addition to the $200,000
allocated in Phase 1) for disaster relief and rehabilitation.

Click below to donate now, or read on for more about the families and individuals who
need our help.

     SEND RELIEF & REHABILITATION     

 

Compassion During a Crisis: Helping Workers in Need
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India’s strict nationwide lockdown, implemented
to combat the spread of COVID-19, left tens of
millions of migrant workers unemployed and
stranded in large, dense cities — far from their
families.

Recently, in a gripping story that made
international headlines, a 15-year-old girl used a
child’s bicycle to pedal herself and her father, a
New Delhi rickshaw driver, hundreds of miles to
safety.

Her father was injured in January, and she had
traveled across the country to care for him.
However, when the pandemic and subsequent
lockdown took hold, it became impossible for her father to return to work or even for the
two of them to travel back to their home village. As their savings and resources dwindled,
so did their chances of survival. With their last $20, the teen girl purchased a bicycle and
pedaled — standing, while her injured father sat on the bike seat — more than 700 miles
to their home in the eastern state of Bihar.

Although this heroic teen pedaled her way to a happy ending (and unintentional fame),
there are countless unemployed workers and families who remain in a dire fight for
survival.

With a donation to our COVID-19 (Phase 2: Relief & Rehabilitation) fund, you can help us
send meals, masks, and grocery kits to struggling families, and lifesaving medical
equipment (such as face shields and isolation gowns) to healthcare workers in the U.S.
and India.

More details about the impact of your contribution is available on our blog.

Will you celebrate Father's Day with a gift to help those in need?

     SEND A GIFT     
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